show how far they answer the purposes for which they were written, 0r for which they may be wanted, we shall endeavour to answer the questions to which we have alluded by describing in outline a complete scheme of practical instruction in chemistry. Our Whatever may be the ways in which chemical knowledge is to be aPplied in after-life, all students of the science must acquaint themselves with its main facts by the same course of experiment, observation, and study. The first step will be the consideration of the simplest most general laws of chemistry ; to begin by an examination of its minutiae, and its application to any of the arts is a mistake, the had effects of which subsequent remedies seldom succeed in curing completely.
In Qroup, are to the last degree injurious to the sound progress of the learner. These writers will even go so far as to entertain a doubt "Whether the student should tabulate his own results during the course of an analysis, but they do admit, though with evident reluctance, that he may be allowed to make a record of his experiments. With Reference to the supposed disadvantages of tables, the English translator of Dr. Presenilis s work on qualitative analysis says that they serve no really good purpose; they rather, on the contrary, supply out very superficial information, and satisfy the student before they fave really informed him." There is no doubt an element of truth lu this sweeping assertion, for the directions in tables may certainly be ollowed in a merely mechanical way, without the exercise of memory 0r judgment. But it is in fact essentially impossible to represent the Processes of analysis except in tabular statements. As, therefore, the Methods of analysis are tabular in reality, they may as well be repre-364:
Reviews.
[Oct." sented so in appearance also. But in Fresenius's book, each The second part gives a very fair account of the non-metallic elements and their compounds. These two first sections of the book have already reached a second edition, and now appear with many improvements and corrections. Indeed, the number of typographical errors, some of these being of the most serious kind, which were tabulated as Errata in the first edition of the complete work, was more than one hundred and thirty, and even then many were left unnoticed. We trust that a new and corrected edition of the third part, which contains the account of Organic Chemistry, will be forthcoming ere long. We venture to think that this part of the work is less satisfactory than the others. 
